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CONTROLLER OF THE YEAR

~

B 'l 1972

Governor West, James R. Daniels
Jim Daniels has done it again. Jim, who is an Air Traffic
Control Specialist at the Spartanburg Memorial Airport, was recently
named Controller of the Year by the Air Traffic Control Association.
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Governor John C. West presented Jim with a plaque from the
Association. He also received a citation bearing the offical
gold stamp of Don O.Early, president of Air Traffic Control
Association. The Citation reads:
. "For achieving a record of continued outstanding performance
as an Air Traffic Control vSpecialist at his facility, as attested
by cont~oller and supervisory personnel alike; for providing
effective leadership, guidance and assistance in training facility
personnel u~der his jurisdiction for his dedicated service to the
aviation public and to his community in the conduct 'of educational
activities which promote air safety and that bolster public
understanding of the FAA mission; for his continous effort, with
marked results, to aid civic organizations in developing programs
for youth groups that are interested in aviation; for maintaining
consistently high standards of professional competence and personal
conduct, which has brought credit to his facility and to the
air traffic control profession."
Joe B. Shirley, chief controller at Spartanburg Memorial
Airport had high praise for Daniels, especially since this year's
awar4 included military personnel as well as civilians over the
country. Last, year's award included only civilan personnel.
In the past, military
personnel have dominated the award
.
I
because every time they aid an ai~lane, i~ distress it is recorded
on their service record. This is the first time in several years
a civilian air traffic controller has been given the 'award.
Runnerup this year was an air traffic controller at Tampa,
Florida ~i.rpor;t ·..
- We congratulate Jim on rece-!ving this out:standing award.
We don't know anyone more dedicated to his profession.
HELICOPTERS
General Aviation market growth in the U. S. during the Seventies will . be at an annual rate of about eight per cent, according
to a study by the Aviation Distributors & Manufacturers Association
of Philadelphia, reports Industry Week. Fastest growth will come
in helicopters, with a to~al rise of 263 per cent during the decade.
The number of active pilots in the U.S. reached a new peak of 732,
729 in 1970. This is a 2 percent gain over 1969. The sharpest
incre~e was among pilots licensed to fly helicopters · only, ~P 56
percent . from 4,286 to 6,677.
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•TOWER TRAINEE
Jan Dion, a recent graduate
of the FAA Academy in Oaklahoma
City, has reported to the Spar. tanburg Tower to continue her
air traffic control training.
Jan, who is a graduate of West
Georgia College, taught Social
Studies in High School before . de-l
ciding on a career as an Air · Con-i
trol Specialist. The Spartanburg
Airport is her first permanent;:
assignment.
Nationwide there are only
225 women working . side by side
with men in air control towers.
Jan is one of 62 females working
in airport towers in the Southern
r~gion.
There are 4,421 men, ~o .
the women represent about L 4 per
cent of the work force.
The Spartanburg Airport handled 58,003 last year compared to
53,000 at the Greenville-Spartanburg Jet Port. It seems like just a
short time ago that efforts were made to close the towers at Green·ville arid Spartanburg Downtown Airports because all the traffic
would 'be going to the Jet Port.
·
BREAKFAST CLUB NEWS
The January 30th meeting was held at the Barnwell County Ai11>ort~
Due to a mix-up the cards mailed to the operators showed ~alterboro
instead of BarnwelL We hope you al.l got the word in time to make the
change. At this time, we have no definite meeting scheduled for February, however, the FBO's will be' notified as soon as the meeting is
arranged.
'
President Earle Kirkwood would like to meeting scheduled for at
least two months in advance. Any group wishing to have the Breakfast
Club meeting at their home airport 'should call Earle at 252~4750 in
Columbia. On March the 19th Midlands Aviation has invited the group .
back to Owens Field. This will be to participate in ta.tr lf(}pen Ho.u se"
program. The other March meeting will be at Walterboro~- ·
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GENERAL AVIATION ACCIDENTS
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A review of General Aviation Accidents in South Carolina for
1971 indicates that of the total (42), thirty pilots were residents
of South Carolina. Information as to the number of South Carolina
residents involved in accidents outside of the state is not yet
available. Five of the 42 accidents were fatal, accounting for 21
fatalities.
Our records indicate that 47.6% of the pilots involved in
these accidents held Commercial or ATP certificates, 55% had logged
over 500 hours pilot time, 81% did not file a flight plan, 69%
happened in takeoff or landing, 50% were flying for personal
pleasure, 26.6% indicated fuel mismanagement (most of them ran out
of gas·), and 23.8% were involved in stall/spin type accidents.
The above information should prompt each of us (including
high time pilots) to ride with a certificated flight instructor,
practice takeoffs and landings, plan our flights better, and use
good judgment. Courtesy flights are available (FREErfrom any
of the ten Accident Prevention Counselors or the Accident Prevention
Specialist.
Let•s have a much better safety record in South Carolina in
1972; it •s much more profitable, too.
The National Transportation Safety Board•s investigation of
three fatal accidents involving small general aviation aircraft
and resulting in nine fatalities indicate that corrective action
is necessary to reduce the possibility of similar accidents
occuring in the future. These three accidents involved crashes
immediately after takeoff. The Board•s investigation disclosed that
in each instance the pilot had failed to remove the flight control gust locks prior to takeoff. Recently an external control
lock was found on a runway in South Carolina.
A review of accidents from 1964 through 1969, involving
control locks as a cause or factor, shows 23 accidents, seven of
which were fatal. These were all listed as 11 Probable cause:
Pilot-in-command, inadequate preflight preparation or planning 11 •
It is evident that these accidents would not have happened if
the pilots had followed the accepted procedures for checking the
flight controls before takeoff.
Every pilot should be thoroughly familiar with the control
locking devise on every aircraft he flies. Futhermore, this
problem as well as many others, will be eliminated if all pilots
will follow good operating procedures and will properly use the
manufacturer•s recommended checklist.
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OPERATIONS TIP
A number of multi-engine pilots have contacted us over their co•
cern for the effect on their powerplants, of in-flight instructions
by air traffic controllers. These pilots frequently fly in and out
of high density airports where they are consistently asked to make
fast descents by ATC. Our check of the service records at the facto~
reveals that there has been a surge in the number of complaints of
excessively worn piston ring grooves and accompanied by broken rings
and cracked cylinder heads in both en~ines of these multi-engine
aircraft, particularly those pressurized.
Unless the pilot takes certain precautions, fast decents carrying high cruise RPM and low manifold pressure cause broken piston
rings from ring flutter, and also cause cracked cylinders at the
sparkplug and valve ports due to sudden cooling.
In order to prevent engine problems of this type, we recommend the pilot maintain at least 15 11 MP, and set the RPM at the
lowest cruise position which should prevent ring flutter. Letdown speed should not exceed normal cruise speed. During letdown, the aircraft can be 11 dirtied 11 by dropping the gear and some
flaps, or both. This will prevent high airspeed and sudden cooling yet provide a good rate of descent.
Those aircraft used to tow gliders and drop parachutists
should use the same precautions.
Lycoming Flyer
GENERAL AVIATION AT WORK
Ken Smith, a Deputy Administrator of the FAA recently told
members of the National Business Aircraft Association at their
convention that General Aviation aircraft which comprise 98% of
the total U.S. air transportation system 11 provide the only access
to 92% of the nation•s airports 11 • He further stated that 11 Spot
checks .. showed that nearly as many people fly intercity in general aviation airr~aft as do so in scheduled air carrier aircraft.
Mr. Smitt. says that by inference one can reason that since
the airlines carr1ed 173,000,000 passengers in 1970, approximately
340,000,000 passengers flew in our American skies in 1970. He
further states that the FAA believes this number will rise to
500,000,000 by 1981.
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·-' •AVIATION .EDUCATION -WORKSHOP
c.
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~ ~Otn Annual Aviation Education Workshop is scheduled for

J'~

12 through August 2~ at the School of Eucation, University of
South Carolina. ·
~
, - this is a workshop in practical aviation for teachers of the
South Carolina public schools. Participants will be given a general
ori~ntation in aviation and its related fields.
Enphasis will be
placed on ways of introducing aviation iz;to the classroom, the use
of _aviation as motivation for projects, and preparation for teachiBg a course in aviation education.
Numerous representa~ives of the aviation industry have been
secured as guest lecturers. Field trips and experieric~ flights
wil,l be included in the workshop program. Persons enrolled in the
workshop will visit sereral of the military and civilian air bases
throughout South Carolina. Experience flights· will be provided by
the airport operators serving the area and by the military aviation
'units. Thirty scholarships covering tuition and registration fees
are available to students eligible to enroll in the workshop.
The workshop will be under the direction of Mr. John F. B.arry,
Assistant Director of the South Carolina Aeronautics Commission.
Students who complete the work successfully .will receive three
s~ester hours of credit.
· ,,:;(.:~achers interested in a scholarship shoUld write John · F. Barry,
South Carolina Aeronautics Commission, P.O. Box 88, West Columbia,
South Carolina 29169.
NAVAIDS
VFR use of Navaids may be considered in making decisions on
whether to decommission VOR's. FAA is preparing to publish guidelines using the number of VFR radio contacts with flight service
stations as the basis of criteria for keeping a VOR in use if it is
no longer essential to·the . IFR airway network. It is estimated
that of ' the pilots using VORs, one in seven communicates with the
staU_qn. A minimum of 6,000 voice contacts per station annually
(indicating navigational use by up to 42,000 VFR flyers) would
be considered justification for keeping the facility in existence
if this criteria is adopted. An average of less than one VOR has
· been decommissioned in each of the last ten years, while many
have been ac;lded to the system.
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THE CLEMSON
The Clemson Univer~ity Aero Club, the first university flying
club to build and fly their own airplane, recently loaned their
creation to Wings and Wheels in Santee, S. C., for display among
the museum's 60 other antique and unique aircraft.
·
"Little 372", as the airplane was affectionately known, was
built by the seven original members of the club in 1929. Dallas
Sherman, now Assistant. to the Vice President of Pan American AirWays
was the unofficial spearhead of the project. His compatriots are
all, with the exception of one, still in the aviation business.
Hooks Johnston, retired engineer with Pratt-Whitney aircraft, now
living in Ridgeland, S. C.; Major D. Nat Green, with the U.S. Air
Force at Shaw Air Force Base; Norwood Mood, a flight examiner with
the Federal Aviation Administration in Raleigh, N. C.; Preston
Mood, a captain for American Airlines in Dallas, Texas; H. Carlisle
Boothe, an assistant to the Secretary of the Navy, residing in :Falls
Church, Virginia; and William A. Thompson of Dallas, who entered
the furniture business. John L. Marshell, a retired professor of
Woodworking at Clemson, was their sponsor and specialist in the
art of assembling a wooden aircraft.
In 1969, five of the original seven reunited at Clemson Univer~
sity to restore the "Clemson Flyer" to airworthy c_ondition. The
aircraft has hung from the ceiling of an old shop building for some
thirty years. Ragged and tom, she needed considerable rework to
bring her back to the best of condition. Apparently, the members
of the Clemson Aero Club had not lost the touch for building 1929
vintage airplanes, as the restoration effort was ~uccessful if not
more costly than the original $35.00 invested in 1929.
Now, "Little 372" resides on display with the many other
famous aircraft of the Wings and Wheels Museutt. She is now a
member of the world's largest private collection of transportation
history. Wings and Wheels houses such famous aircraft as Pan Am's
first Ford Tri-Motor, the No. 1 Gruman Gulfhawk, and a large
collection of Allied and Axis. World War I aircraft, including the
Fokker Tri-Plane of Red Baron Fame. These other aircraft surround
the "Clemson" as she takes her place in aviation history.
The Wings and Wheels Museum in Santee has the world's largest private collection of antique airplanes and automobiles. And also,
a model of the 1830 "Best Friend of Charleston."
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MIDLANDS AVIATION PLANS OPEN HOUSE

.

Midlands Aviation at Owens Field in Columbia has scheduled an
open house program for March 18 and 19. Midlands is South Carolinas
newest Cessna dealer and is also the only multi-engine Cessna dealer in
South Carolina and Northern Georgi a. The complete line uf 1972. Cessna
Aircraft will be on display. This will include both single and multiengine aircraft~ and Cessna's two new pressurized business aircraft, the
Model 340 and the pressurized Skymaster. The Cessna Company has scheduled its Commercial aircraft production at a rate of more than 25%
higher than 1971.
In addition to being the Cessna dealer, Midlands operates an FAA
and VA approved Flight School and an approved repair shop, radio shop.
They also operate day and night VFR and IFR air taxi.
TRANSP0-72
Officials of TRANSP0-72 reported as of press time that they have
had 121 companies apply for more than 125,000 square feet of exhibition
space.
TRANSP0-72 is the first U.S. International Transporation Exposition.
It will be at Dulles International Airport May 27-June 4, 1972.

